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  . .“Thank you! I got that fixed.” Gui,Width,Height,State,Text,File,ColourIndex,Icon,MouseX,MouseY Title("Probot 6.0")
MouseEnter,Create(proBot),0,0,0 MouseLeave,Destroy Text1 = "OK! Let's Get Started! "&"I will show you how to use this

application. Just click the next button or select a robot from the selection box." Text2 = "This script will allow you to pick the
file you want to make into a robot. " & "For example, you can make a box that saves 100 points if it lands perfectly on a

platform. " & "If the robot can move the platform, it will earn a bonus!" Text3 = "These are the available controls: 1 - Save
Point 2 - Saved Game File 3 - Clear Button 4 - Robot Selection 5 - Robot Count 6 - View Size 7 - View Morph" Text4 = "This
is the available behaviour settings for this script: 1 - Save Point Behaviour 2 - Saved Game Behaviour 3 - Clear Behaviour 4 -
Load Robot Behaviour" Text5 = "These are the available colour and texture settings for this script: 1 - Background colour 2 -
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Font colour 3 - Text colour 4 - Font texture 5 - Text texture 6 - Robot Texture" Text6 = "This is the available morph GUI
behaviour settings for this script: 1 - Morph GUI Set Behaviour 2 - Reset Morph GUI 3 - Clear Morph GUI" Text7 = "In this
panel, you can add the GUI's to the scene. " & "Double click a GUI to add it to the scene." Text8 = "In this panel, you can add

and name the various parts of the GUI. " & "To add a part to the GUI, click the Add button in the middle of the panel." Text9 =
"To name the parts, click the " Text10 = "In the middle of the panel. When you are happy with the name, 520fdb1ae7
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